00:38:25
claireduncker: if we choose in person learning for start of school - can we change to remote if
we feel necessary (based on family/safety concern?)
00:39:50
Joy Jordan:
Claire, families are guaranteed the ability to change models at the
semester/term break. Prior to that, parents should contact the principal to discuss as any moves before the
break will be based on availability
00:40:37
claireduncker: ok thank you. and term break is right before christmas?
00:41:17
Joy Jordan:
It depends on the school, as they vary a bit (elementary vs middle and high),
but yes, it's around then!
00:41:40
stephanie:
For remote learning will students have to be on the computer for the whole
"school" day? or will they be able to take breaks as needed as long as assignments are turned in on time
00:42:07
Andrew Hunt: Along with Claire's question. Since at MRHS the model is already Hybrid, does
the parent have the choice to choose how many days their child spends in school? (if they choose the in
school plan)
00:42:23
Joy Jordan:
The HS semester ends later in January
00:43:11
Joy Jordan:
Stephanie, it depends on the grade/school
00:43:33
stephanie:
for middle school
00:43:46
Joy Jordan:
Andrew, the in person model has the students attend 2 days, home one day,
back in school two days, on a rotating schedule
00:44:20
Joy Jordan:
Stephanie, there will both synchronous and asynchronous lessons so there will
be time/work not on the computer
00:44:52
teresa: what is asynchronour class?
00:45:40
Andrew Hunt: Thanks Joy. That means in school 3 days one week and 4 days the next
week.
00:45:51
Joy Jordan:
That is a lesson that can be done on the student's schedule, meaning not "live"
with a teacher (such as a prerecorded video, reading assignment, etc.)
00:46:07
Joy Jordan:
Andrew, yes exactly
00:46:50
Kelley's iphone 8:
How often and for how long are mask breaks? Will masks have to be
plain or can they have designs? Disney characters and such?
00:46:55
Sharon’s iPhone:
Will ANy staff or children have to be in a room with Any unmasked
child?
00:46:59
Leah M: how will children in the schools have interaction with each other in terms of small
groups and collaborations and socialization?
00:47:02
Joy Jordan:
Masks can be any design
00:47:56
Joy Jordan:
Mask breaks will be handled at the teachers discretion as needed by the class.
00:48:27
Andreia Tridico:
how about transportation? is the school bus available?
00:48:37
Kim Arestad: what plan is in place for distance learning should a “second wave” occur?
00:48:48
Joy Jordan:
Sharon, masks are considered a requirement of in person learning and a
classroom rule and will be managed the same was as other rules with escalating involvement of admin and
parents if the rules aren't adhered to
00:48:53
Sharon’s iPhone:
Could you share specifics on the ventilation system in the various
buildings?
00:49:20
Sharon’s iPhone:
Joy,
00:49:24
Joy Jordan:
Andrea, buses will have to be at half capacity so parents are asked to drive if at
all possible
00:49:41
Matt Brown:
Every school is on the bike trail.
00:49:55
Sharon’s iPhone:
I heard Mary Oldach say something different earlier today.
00:49:57
Andrew Hunt: From what Dr. Carpenter is saying. It seems that the teachers doing In
School classes will not be doing an online class at the same time? A different teacher would be handling the
online? This is for the HS.
00:51:01
Tom Deegan:
If we choose the distanced learning option, are there recommendations for
the kinds of tools that we should be getting for our children to create a classroom environment at home?
For example, home computer or monitor, white boards, etc.
00:51:02
Meg Shaffer: What's the plan when/if students and staff test positive?
00:51:35
Amanda Griswold:
Are children going to be allowed to take a bus to someone else’s
house besides their own? I.e an after school babysitter?
00:52:10
Joy Jordan:
Amanda, no. The bus can only be taken to and from the child's home
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00:52:13
Leah M: Will unified arts be available to distance learners at any time?
00:52:53
Jenna Grodzicki:
My family is new to the district. Is there a plan to have new students
tour the schools?
00:53:16
Joy Jordan:
Jenna, yes, those opportunities are being scheduled - stay tuned!
00:53:18
Owen and Jessica’s iPhone:
what unified arts will be offered for the remote students?
00:53:24
drose: Does the district plan specifically address that students and staff in intensive needs
classrooms will not be able to social distance by 6 feet or even 3 feet. It is also unlikely that those students
will wear masks.
00:53:38
Jenna Grodzicki:
Thank you, Joy!
00:53:41
claireduncker: to piggy back on Meg’s question- will there be a quarantine if/when someone
test positive, will remote be available time? or just lost time out of class room? will that count as a child’s
absence
00:53:43
Amanda Griswold:
Ok thank you joy!
00:53:58
Beth: will parents have to test children for covid -19 for back to school?
00:54:01
Joy Jordan:
If you are asking a specific question about classes, please indicate school or
grade level as it varies!
00:54:16
Owen and Jessica’s iPhone:
elementary and middle school unified arts
00:54:20
Amanda Griswold:
Some children have two buses though? Due to divorced parents
00:54:29
Irina’s iPhone: Are face shields allowed or only masks?
00:54:58
Carol's iPhone: will it be possible to change a high school cohort group to coordinate with a
family we can share transportation with? We don’t want to use the bus, but later start time is a problem
with that.
00:55:26
Joy Jordan:
Amanda those families should contact the transportation coordinator to
manage
00:55:40
Amanda Griswold:
Ok will do thanks again joy!!
00:56:21
Sandy & Peter: Has Monomoy had a test day in all schools to see how this new school day
will look? wearing masks, staying 6 feet apart, walking socially distancing, riding on the bus, etc?
00:56:22
Marjollet:
Will the drop off and pick up process at the different schools change in anyway?
00:56:32
Amy Majka:
In the event something like that does happen, will those home work remotely
for the 14 days?
00:56:44
Alison: what kind of masks are allowed?
00:57:00
Joy Jordan:
Carol, any changes in cohort would need to go through the principal
00:57:11

Joy Jordan:

Irina, face shields are allowed only when worn with a mask

00:57:33
Joy Jordan:
Marjollet yes the process will be staggered and will use additional locations to
spread out more
00:57:33
Kim Arestad: what about science labs in the high school???
00:57:57
Clay: Will masks be provided to students who may not have one?
00:58:16
teresa: the later start time will be difficult for many parents to try to drive/pick up children at
school. Was there any option to run things closer to the regular school times, length and number of classes?
seems like a lot of work to only have 3 classes & lunch per day.
00:58:25
Joy Jordan:
Clay, families are asked to provide them and the schools will have some on
hand for students who forget or whos mask becomes unusable
00:58:38
Clay: Ok, thanks.
00:59:12
Brandi's iPhone:
I think I read that dismissal will be staggered. Will drop off also be
staggered &, if so, will we be assigned a window of time?
00:59:20
Leah M: Will the middle school be hosting fall sports?
01:00:31
Joy Jordan:
The MIAA has not made a determination on fall sports yet. Their current
guideline is that fall sports will start Sept 14 but that can change, of course. If fall sports happen, students in
the distance learning program will be able to participate
01:00:48
Jeff: If a high school student chooses to do remote learning, what is done concerning
science labs like anatomy.
01:00:55
Joy Jordan:
Brandi, yes arrivals and dismissals will be staggered
01:01:06
Kim Arestad: ...what about the “viral load” of being in the school for hours, but 6’ apart?
01:01:38
iPhone: not to mention with their masks off to eat lunch in the same room
01:02:10
Brandi's iPhone:
Will that be by family or by grade level?
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01:02:24
Andrew Hunt: Joy, maybe an explanation of the later start times would be helpful to some
of these questions.
01:02:49
Joy Jordan:
Andrew, it's on my list!
01:03:00
Andrew Hunt: Ok thanks.
01:03:11
iPhone: when will the state make a decision on which plan schools will be required to do?
01:03:12
Joy Jordan:
Brandi, families will always be able to stay together for things like drop off
01:03:18
Alison: what kind of masks can be worn??
01:03:50
Sandra Adams: my child is going into Kindergarten, if children are not required masks under
2nd grade, are the classes going to be small enough to keep the kids safe at all times? and can they were a
mask if the choose?
01:04:11
Joy Jordan:
Alison, cloth masks, disposable masks and gaiters are all acceptable, ideally
two ply
01:04:27
Annie Haven: How frequently will elementary-aged students have mask breaks?
01:04:27
Joy Jordan:
Sandra all students will be required to wear masks.
01:04:56
Jenna Grodzicki:
What clubs/activities will the middle school still be able to offer this fall?
01:05:18
teresa: High School-how does the lunch times work with Class B? sorry if this was already
explained, I had trouble logging in.
01:05:36
Sandy & Peter: pre-K is required to wear a mask?
01:06:04
Alison: bus and lunch in middle school..what is seating arrangements?
01:06:13
Meg Shaffer: So, if teachers think a child might show symptons and nurse sends child home,
will students be required to have a negative test to return to in school learning?
01:06:38
Joy Jordan:
Annie, mask breaks will be at the teacher's discretion based on the students'
needs
01:06:55
Joy Jordan:
Jenna, clubs are still being determined, most if not all will be virtual
01:07:08
Kimberly Healy: will our children be penalized for staying home more than normal because of
a cough or sneezing due to allergies or cold.
01:07:08
Jenna Grodzicki:
Ok, thank you, Joy!
01:07:13
Amy Majka:
Will guidelines be given for mask breaks?
01:07:29
Joy Jordan:
Teresa, HS students will have lunch in their classroom (of the class that runs
over the lunch period), or outside
01:08:18
Joy Jordan:
Alison, students on the bus will have an assigned seat, luch will be in their
classroom or outside
01:08:21
iPhone: who will be watching the hallways to monitor student behavior and mask usage?
01:08:44
Joy Jordan:
Teachers and staff
01:08:50
Kelley's iphone 8:
What if a kid spends pretty much all fall/winter stuffy/sneezy due to
allergies?
01:08:51
teresa: Thank you Joy. You are doing such a great job with all these questions.
01:09:19
iPhone: how many teachers and staff?
01:09:41
Kim Arestad: what about labs for distance learning?
01:09:42
iPhone: cause right now there isn’t enough staff to even notice fights and harassment in the
hallways
01:09:50
Kim Arestad: at the HS
01:10:04
Joy Jordan:
The HS is looking at virtual lab options as well
01:10:14
Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High:
We are looking into a subscription for virtual labs for
students who are electing full time distance learning
01:10:27
Joy Jordan:
There will be much less movement than in typical years to ensure distancing
and avoid contact
01:10:31
Owen and Jessica’s iPhone:
besides being functional, have there been any improvements
to the ventilation systems (such as filters)? the windows only slant open so the amount of fresh air is not as
great as a window that completely opens
01:11:09
Joy Jordan:
Please be specific if possible - school/grade/building. Thanks!
01:11:41
Owen and Jessica’s iPhone:
elementary and middle school for ventilation questions
01:11:53
iPhone: fresh air or recirculated
01:13:22
drose: Does the district plan specifically address that students and staff in intensive needs
classrooms will not be able to social distance by 6 feet or even 3 feet. It is also unlikely that those students
will wear masks.
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01:13:37
S:
since 5th graders will have to sit at the desk separated for most of the day, with there
be outdoor movement time built into the day?
01:13:57
Joy Jordan:
Outdoor spaces will be uses as often as possible, weather permitting, for both
classes and break times
01:14:10
Andy Grover: Will the number of excused absences increase for in class students in order to
account for added caution with cold symptoms?
01:14:18
Joy Jordan:
There are protocols in place for special education students and teachers
01:14:24
Owen and Jessica’s iPhone:
does the air go between classrooms before it’s vented to the
roof?
01:14:50
iPhone: so air in one room won’t go into another room? correct?
01:15:19
Jill Lombardo: For those doing remote learning for the high school- how will their attendance
be noted without a homeroom?
01:15:53
Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High:
It will be noted from their first block class. Just like
previous years
01:16:00
Carol's iPhone: If a student is kept home due to cold symptoms that pass quickly, when an
they return?
01:16:18
Owen and Jessica’s iPhone:
but not heppa filtered
01:16:34
Joy Jordan:
Jill, there is no homeroom even for in person students, attendance is taken in
first period
01:17:31
iPhone: how will the teachers be protected when they will see multiple classes?
01:18:01
Joy Jordan:
Changes to the model chosen can definitely be made at the end of the
term/semester. Prior to that, it must to through the principal and depends of space availability
01:18:03
iPhone: it’s a bit concerning that they will be exposed to the multiple groups everyday
01:18:07
Jillian Mullen: how many gull time teachers do not want to come back because of covid??
01:18:25
iPhone: have the teachers agreed to come back?
01:18:35
Kelley's iphone 8:
If a child is sick and kept home, how many “unexcused” days are
allowed seeing as it will be happening more often due to the times we are in. Also is a Covid test required for
return to class?
01:18:35
Hannah: How many children per class in middle school?
01:18:45
iPhone: teacher unions
01:18:47
Tina Games:
Can you explain how substitutes will work within the bubbles/pods? I think the
goal is to keep the learning groups together as much as possible?
01:19:01
S:
if your class gets shut down for 2 weeks how do the students make the transition to
online learning?
01:19:46
Joy Jordan:
Hannah, it depends on how many families select in person vs distance learning,
I believe the upper max is 18, at 6 feet part
01:19:57
Terri A:
are we allowed to change our decision about remote learning/in school learning
during the school year
01:20:16
Joy Jordan:
Terri That's been answered above a couple of times
01:20:29
iPhone: can the teachers unions step in to block hybrid learning?
01:21:22
iPhone: when is the state going to make a decision on which plan they will allow since they
had you create 3.
01:22:12
Andrew Hunt: At the HS, are physical books to be used, or is all material on the
Chromebooks?
01:22:48
Joy Jordan:
Andrew, if there are physical books, students will not share them
01:23:51
Sandra Adams: For children going into kindergarten, they do hands on learning with blocks
or stations or circle, (books and reading), like will they have their own items for learning or is it shared? also
what about learning sounds and letters and emotions, with a mask on how is a child supposed to learn those
items?
01:24:02
Andrew Hunt: Thank you.
01:24:38
teresa: high school - are the children moving between classrooms or are the teachers moving?
If children are moving and a child tests positive then there is potential for a large exposure than just one
group.
01:24:45
Terri A:
joy... can’t find that answer. maybe it was in a private thread. also thank you for
all you are doing
01:25:25
Annie Haven: Terri A - “Changes to the model chosen can definitely be made at the end of
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the term/semester. Prior to that, it must to through the principal and depends of space availability”
01:25:36
Jeff: My earlier question wss about high school science labs from remote students, not those
who are in class. Thank you
01:25:47
Joy Jordan:
Terri families are guaranteed the ability to change models at the end of the
term/semester. Prior to that, it must go through the principal and would only be possible if space allows
01:26:19
Joy Jordan:
Jeff, MRHS Principal Police noted that virtual labs are being looked at for
distance learning students
01:27:03 Robin Decoteau: Will distance learners in Kindergarten have those same materials or will parents
be given a list of what's needed at home?
01:27:05 Terri A:
thank you. I’m leaning towards in school learning but if too many cases pop up I’ll
want to have the choice of changing to full virtual learning
01:27:12 Sarah:
in middle-school if the teachers are going between different classes doesn’t that break
the contained classroom?
01:27:33 iPhone:
will surfaces be sanitized when classes change during the day?
01:28:16 Joy Jordan:
The goal is to reduce exposure and risk and that is greatly less when one person
moves classrooms
01:28:58 Joy Jordan:
Facilities will be cleaned continuously throughout the day, especially at transition
points, and deep cleaned each night with a fogger
01:29:20 Mary Oldach:
Robin, any materials not available at home will be provided by the school, we
will distribute in a similar fashion as we did in the spring.
01:29:42 Alison Gage:
In middle school are the students staying in the class or switching classes?
01:30:00 iPhone:
but will the classrooms be sanitized during passing periods?
01:30:10 Andrew Hunt: Joy, is there a list somewhere of what the school(s) may need for materials?
01:30:22 Sandra Adams: not sure if it is out there or not but is there an option for some online and in
school learning? if my child goes into school for learning what are every day cleaning procedures? hand
washing, class room cleaning? bathrooms?
01:30:24 teresa:
High school- So if 1 student tests positive then there are 3 classes of children that will
need to be "quarantined" to online learning?
01:30:42 Joy Jordan:
Andrew, if supplies are needed we will get that info out soon
01:30:45 Jacquelyn Skelly:
for distant learning (mine is in kindergarten) will the schedules be the
same each week? esp for parents that work, we will have to rearrange our schedule also. would help to have
the same schedules each week so we can plan out our days
01:31:14 iPhone:
otherwise if someone sneezes on their desk in one class and then my child sits at that
desk the next period all the desks need to be sanitized between each period.
01:31:16 Andy Grover:
Are there any changes to elementary drop off/pick up times to accomodate for
increased parent transporation.
01:31:32 Joy Jordan:
Alison, students remain
01:31:45 Mary Oldach:
Andy, we are adding additional drop off and pick up locations for families
01:31:47 iPhone:
HS classrooms???
01:31:58 Andy Grover:
Thank you!
01:32:00 Joy Jordan:
Andy, drop off and pick up times will be extended to allow fo more families
01:32:53 iPhone:
so you are relying on kids to clean their desks?
01:33:25 Kelley's iphone 8:
Is drop off/pick up going to work the same for middle school? The same
flow?
01:33:45 claireduncker: if we choose remote to start but the curve flattens by semester break, can our
child finish the school year out in person? will an other form be due at break?
01:33:52 Joy Jordan:
Kelley, there will likely be changes to accommodate greater numbers of families
driving
01:34:06 Meredith Henderson: Is there a specific time when students in the high school will be able to use
the restroom
01:35:09 Joy Jordan:
Claire, changes can be made at the term/semester break. Before that, you would
need to contact the principal and it would only be possible if space allowed
01:36:49 Jenna Grodzicki: Will the middle school students have opportunities to socialize, given that they
have to remain six feet apart?
01:37:01 Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High: Meredith- admin and the SRO will be monitoring four
restrooms between passing to limit the number of students using them (three at a time). We will be closing
off one other location that cannot be adequately supervised. We will also be monitoring them during class to
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limit the number of students using them
01:37:58 Jillian Mullen:
Mrs. Oldach I know the elementary Q&A was today, will that be posted to watch
the recording??
01:38:16 Joy Jordan:
Jillian, yes that will be posted in the morning!
01:38:29 Jillian Mullen:
Thank you!!!
01:38:32 Joy Jordan:
As we pass the one hour mark, additional questions?
01:39:17 Andrew Hunt: Jen Police, have you set a date for your High School online session?
01:39:19 Leah M: Can you touch base upon the double academic blocks in the middle school and what a
typical schedule for the day in the middle school will look like?
01:39:28 Andy Grover:
When will we know students teacher etc.?
01:39:34 Joy Jordan:
Andrew, it's Thursday at 6 p.m.
01:39:53 Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High: Mr. Hunt, yes- it is Thursday. An email was sent out last
Friday.
01:39:55 Andrew Hunt: Thanks Joy and Jen.
01:40:04 Kim Arestad:
how is the hand on component of science labs handled for those doing distance
learning?
01:40:09 Andy Grover:
thank you!
01:40:18 Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High: Hi Kim01:40:31 Joy Jordan:
Andy, after all families submit the selection form, that data needs to be sorted,
etc. Then MS and HS need to set schedules ad ES needs to arrange classes. Then families will be notified of
teachers/schedules!
01:40:39 Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High: We are looking into a virtual lab subscription
01:41:48 Brandi's iPhone: So, the HS meeting is after the date we need to submit our choice? Can we
perhaps extend the deadline?
01:42:00 Leah M: Thank you Joy!
01:42:01 Mariya Michniewicz: if a child has cold symptoms and they are kept home till the symptoms
subside, (runny nose, low grade fever, etc), will they have to be tested for covid to return to class?
01:42:20 teresa:
will there be a high school session? as you just mentioned middle school meeting is
tomorrow
01:42:35 Joy Jordan:
There is a HS session Thursday at 6 p.m.
01:42:37 Sandra Adams: when is the last day for the decision on if we are doing in person or online
learning? are they sending out a form or email to make these choices?
01:42:44 teresa:
thank you Joy
01:43:00 Mariya Michniewicz: Thank you
01:43:01 Jen Police- Monomoy Regional High: High School session is Thursday at 6:00pm. An email was
sent out last week. I will send a reminder
01:43:30 Joy Jordan:
At any point, questions can be emailed to backtoschool@monomoy.edu and they
will be addressed in short order
01:44:01 Michael’s iPhone 8 Plus:
yes , any possibility to extend choice form date until Friday since high
school forum isn’t until Thursday??
01:45:19 Kim Arestad:
again, those at the HS level who chose distance learning, what happens for their
labs like anatomy and Bio?
01:46:25 Kelley's iphone 8:
Thank you for all the information.
01:46:42 Brandi's iPhone: Thank you
01:46:51 Joy Jordan:
Kim Ms Police noted that they are looking at virtual lab tools
01:47:05 Sandra Adams: thank you for answering all my questions
01:47:29 Kim Arestad:
thank you. I can’t see the replies.
01:47:54 teresa:
what is the earliest a high school student can be dropped off. This later start time is
difficult for working parents
01:48:39 Michael’s iPhone 8 Plus:
yes, drop off and pick up times for HS
01:48:46 Jacquelyn Skelly:
distant learning: what happens if a child is sick? will there be a way to call
them out sick.
01:49:11 Joy Jordan:
Teresa, to maintain distancing students can't be there early
01:49:26 Carol's iPhone: I plan to o
01:49:28 Joy Jordan:
Jacquelyn, it would be the same - call the office
01:49:32 Stacy Brackett: Just wondering about mixing the three cohorts at the high school. Will that lead
to more kids being quarantined?
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01:49:35 Jacquelyn Skelly:
thank you
01:50:20 Stacy Brackett: Will high school electives be able to be virtual?
01:50:20 Joy Jordan:
Is there anyone who would like to speak?
01:50:32 Robin Decoteau: Thanks so much for your hard work!
01:51:49 Andrew Hunt: Thank you Scott, Joy, Jen, Mary and any other Monomoy staff that helped with
this.
01:52:02 Carol's iPhone: I plan for in person learning at HS. If I opt in to bus, can I let you know if I’ve
worked out transportation at a later date?
01:52:50 Joy Jordan:
Carol, the bus routes need to be done asap so that information in important to
have now
01:53:33 Sarah:
if the whole school shuts down because of community spread will middleschool switch
to the same online version the distance learners are on
01:54:16 Joy Jordan:
Since students will have assigned seats, if a student signs up for the bus and
later doesn't need it, that seat will simply sit empty
01:54:24 Michael’s iPhone 8 Plus:
assuming high school forum will be highly informational....so hard to
come up with questions prior to that
01:54:31 Carol's iPhone: Can we change cohort to share transportation with another family?
01:54:44 Joy Jordan:
Sarah, it may be a little different because it would be different teachers
01:56:49 Brandi's iPhone: can you touch on how the remote learners will interface with the students in
person? will they be able to do group work?
01:58:09 Brandi's iPhone: yes
01:59:07 Brandi's iPhone: are there going to be full classes of just remote
01:59:10 Stacy Brackett: Will high school clubs be able to meet virtually?
01:59:38 Marjollet: If having a problem with the link to submit which option who should be contacted?
01:59:44 Andrew Hunt: Could you define Asynchronuous and synchronous learning?
02:00:00 Joy Jordan:
Marjollet, email backtoschool@monomoy.edu
02:00:10 Amy Coughlin’s iPhone:
I came late sorry if this has been mentioned. What does lunch look
like at high school?
02:00:48 Joy Jordan:
Asynchronous means it can be done at any time, synchronous means it is timespecific (synchronized) to a "live" lesson or activity
02:00:52 Brandi's iPhone: Thank you
02:01:03 teresa:
high school-since the children are only have 3 classes per day instead of 6 classes per
day (normal curriculum) will they still be on target academically by the end of the school year or has the
curriculum expectations by grade level changed
02:01:31 Jeff: In the high school, can you tell us the approximate breakdown of percentages of in school
and remote choices in the forms you’ve received so far?
02:01:37 Joy Jordan:
Amy, the students will eat in their classroom (or outside) during the class block
that falls during lunch period
02:01:38 teresa:
is an asynchronous class for high school required?
02:02:07 Andrew Hunt: Thanks, good explanation.
02:03:17 iPhonekelly:
do lunches need to be packed for the students or are lunches still being
bought/provided
02:03:50 Joy Jordan:
Teresa there will be one asynchronous class per grade level
02:04:38 Joy Jordan:
Students will still be able to purchase breakfast and lunch (although they may
need to order ahead of time/the day before)
02:05:04 teresa:
thank you.
02:06:39 Amy Coughlin’s iPhone:
I know that families need to do what’s best for them. I’m struggling
though because my daughter has stage three kidney disease. physically she should be home. Emotionally
she needs to be in school. Do you feel confident that you can enforce social distancing and masks? It’s
difficult to make a decision when there are so many unknowns.
02:07:17 Jillian Mullen:
you may have said this already, how many covid potential cases in o e school
building before you have that school go to distance learning, mm. will that be for the 2 week quarantine??
02:07:28 Amy Coughlin’s iPhone:
high school
02:08:44 Joy Jordan:
Jillian, there is not one set number as it depends on a variety of factors as well
as guidelines from the local depts. of health, the state dept of health, DESE and the governor
02:09:41 Jillian Mullen:
ok thank you!!!
02:09:55 Carol's iPhone: We want in person learning but are struggling with the late start and bus
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situation.
02:11:38
02:11:43
02:12:09
02:12:15
school!!!
02:12:23
02:12:38
02:12:52
02:12:52

If we complete form now, and remove from busing later, would that be helpful?
Jeff: Thank you.
Marjollet: Thank you all for your efforts and time!
Brandi's iPhone: Thank you for your thoroughness!!
Jillian Mullen:
thank you everyone for all of your hard work so our kids can get back to
teresa:
thank you everyone
Kim Arestad:
thank you.
Stacy Brackett: Thanks
Michael’s iPhone 8 Plus:
thank you all!
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